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On the mountain between east and west of Norway, we sew
together activities and guiding with several different
accommodation options:

Rooms / apartments:
Centrally located on Tyinkrysset just off the Kings Road, we
have 15 renovated rooms / apartments for rent. We have
both single rooms, double rooms and rooms with family
beds. All rooms have wireless internet and a private
bathroom with shower and toilet. Most also have a small
kitchenette with the option of simple cooking. Furthermore,
there is a common room with access to a fully equipped
kitchen, sofa group, reading corner and games. If you need to
wash clothes during your stay, there is also a laundry room
that you can use.

Camping: 
If you would rather set up your tent, you can use our
campsite with its own sanitary facility.

Mountain cabins: 
We have several mountain cabins that are located
completely for themselves with the opportunity for, among
other things, boat fishing.
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